Noncollaboration Agreement
CPE 101, Winter 2012
January 3, 2012

I understand that for all CPE 101 assignments designated as individual work, collaboration on program writing or debugging on all or any part of the assignment, is strictly forbidden. I understand that for all CPE 101 assignments designated as team/pair programming work collaboration on writing or debugging on all or any part of the assignment is allowed only within my group/pair. I agree:

1. **to do my own work** in coding, testing and debugging individual programming assignments, and in completing individual homework and lab exercises.

2. **not to receive assistance** on individual assignments from other students in the class, or from people outside of the class, except for tutors specifically approved by the professor.

3. **not to give assistance** to any other student in the class except as authorized by the instructor in team assignments.

I understand that violation of any portion of this standard is grounds for an F in the class and for a report to the CSC department and to the Vice President for Academic Affairs by the course instructors requesting my expulsion from the university. I understand that such reports may be made available by the university to potential employers.
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